
Intermediate JAPANESE  名前______＿_____	 
UNIT 4 Assessment: Presentational Writing  
1C Film Blogger – Learning Targets  

 I can write about how a film visually “looks” or appears 

 I can write about what people are expected to do 

 I can write about I intend to do 

 I can use adjectives and adverbs effectively to add “color” to my language 

 I can make complex sentences and elaborate on my thoughts	 

Scenario:  Your friend Keiko usually writes a blog reviewing movies 
and plays.  She’s been way too busy and has asked you to write an 
article about a Japanese film you’ve recently seen for her.  You will 
need to include the title of the film as well as talk briefly about what 
some of the characters were supposed to accomplish in the film and 
other pertinent information appropriate for this type of article.  Be 
sure not to include a spoiler!!  Give your opinion on the film and 
make a suggestion about whether or not others should see it. 
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